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OWNERSHIP 
(Include parent company, other subsidiaries of parent company, 
affiliated offices and other pertinent information about your 
company structure)

Worldwide is a leading customer experience agency  
with deep digital expertise.

We are proud to be part of Worldgroup, a leading global 
network providing best-in-class integrated marketing solutions.

HISTORY 
(Brief history of your firm) 

The transformation from a direct agency to a global customer 
experience company.

Founded in 1984, as Agency, under Worldgroup and in 2001, 
we combined three best-in-class agencies: ourselves, interactive 
agency Q, and global analytics firm ABC to create Agency2. In 
2005, we renamed as Worldwide to reflect our fully integrated 
global capabilities. Through a focus on strengthening and 
extending our core capabilities, in 2014, we acquired XYZ, a 
global-leading eCommerce company. This acquisition, added 
to our suite of capabilities, enables us to create rich, connected 
customer experiences all the way through to the transaction by 
creating outstanding eCommerce experiences for our clients.

Today, we are 3,500+ creative craftspeople, connected globally 
to deliver best-in-class marketing solutions for our clients.

 

Leading global network provides best-in-
class integrated marketing solutions

Global customer relationship agency  
with complete range of digital services  
for world-class clients

A strategic, creative e-commerce 
implementation offering for  
Worldwide

WE ARE COMMITTED TO HELPING BRANDS 
GROW MEANINGFUL RELATIONSHIPS WITH 
PEOPLE, THROUGH THE POWER OF CREATIVITY, 
THE BEAUTY OF DATA, THE MAGIC OF TECH-
NOLOGY, AND THE IMPACT OF CONNECTIONS.
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As part of Worldgroup, we have partnership firms that cover 
the full spectrum of marketing solutions.

Experience & Digital

Health

Brand & Advertising

PR & Influence

Media

Experience & Shopper

NEW YORK
PRINCETON

 DETROIT

 SALT LAKE CITY
SAN FRANCISCO

REGIONAL U.S. OFFICES 
(List regional U.S. offices [please indicate their relationship to your 
firm], as well as any partnership firms)

Worldwide has regional wholly owned offices in the current 
locations: Princeton, Detroit, New York, San Francisco, Salt Lake 
City.

Branding & Design

PR & Entertainment
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COMPANY SIZE & GROWTH TRENDS 
(... for the past three years [billings/revenue/# of employees]; if 
more than one office, please provide separate figures for the office 
completing this RFI.)

As a publicly traded company, does not disclose the financial 
performance of individual operating units, including Worldwide. 
However, you may find the balance sheet, income statement, and 
the retained earning’s statement in our annual report (investors.
worldwide.com).

However, our commitment to strengthen our end-to-end capabilities 
and offerings has resulted in a number of new business wins over 
the last three years, with an average growth being approximately 
15% year-on-year.

In our NY headquarters, 400+ digital craftspeople, data 
scientists, marketing technologists, and business leaders are ready 
to deliver next level greatness.

COMPANY SIZE & GROWTH TRENDS 
(Please describe your culture and experience collaborating with other 
agencies, consultants, and client-side teams.)

We know that in today’s modern marketing landscape, different 
clients need different agency models. From white label to direct 

relationship, or collaborative partner. We are comfortable working 
within any model that is appropriate for the client. 

That’s why we’ve developed a unique “open architecture” model 
called Worldwide|Open, where we leverage our expertise, 
approach and experience to strengthen and extend existing and 
new client relationships. This model allows for consistent reporting, 
protocols, processes, project management, and workflows to 
ensure seamless and consistent client work.

We do this by kicking off each new client relationship with our 
proven onboarding and transition process, which clearly defines 
the following:

•  Ways of working 
•  RACI structure 
•  Methods of interaction 
•  Expected workflow processes and tools

The process makes sure that all parties—other agencies, 
external third-party partners, internal client staff and contractors, 
consultants, and ourselves—are 
aligned on roles, responsibilities, 
and expectations, ensuring that 
everyone works together toward 
common client and business goals.

WE BELIEVE YOU NEED 
TO BE IN YOUR CLIENT’S 
BUSINESS, NOT ON 
THEIR BUSINESS
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WORLDWIDE|ONBOARD is our onboarding 
process which clearly defines: ways of working, 
RACI structure, methods of interaction, expected 
workflow processes and tools.

WORLDWIDE|INSIDE is our proprietary model where we 
embed Worldwide agency resources in a client organization 
to provide additional capabilities, expertise or headcount 
support to existing marketing teams. We customize each 
engagement based on the specific client need—we don’t 
believe it is a “one-size-fits-all” model.

WORLDWIDE|WORKS is a technology solution that connects and streamlines workflows between the Agency, Partners, Clients, and Studio globally. It offers 
customized modular deployment solutions that deliver the most flexible, innovative, scalable toolset in the industry; versus a compromised all-in-one or expensive 
proprietary solution.

THE PROJECT 
MANAGEMENT TOOL 
that goes beyond the 
traditional and antiquated 
methods that have 
hamstrung efficiency for 
years.

THE ONLINE CLOUD 
STORAGE TOOL Egnyte 
delivers Enterprise File 
Sync and Share (EFSS) 
Services enabling you 
to easily, securely and 
intelligently access and 
share files stored on 
premises and in the 
cloud.

THE DIGITAL ASSET 
MANAGEMENT 
TOOL The AssetsPlus 
platform provides a 
comprehensive Digital 
Asset Management 
solution tailored to suit 
the requirements of all 
deployment needs.

THE ONLINE REVIEW 
AND APPROVAL TOOL 
is an easy-to-use online 
creative review and 
approval tool. It provides 
a simple and efficient way 
to send files for review 
and to keep track of all 
rounds of changes and 
approvals tracked right on 
the assets.

THE WORKFLOW 
MANAGEMENT TOOL 
Core functions include 
Project Management, 
Digital Asset Management, 
Resource Management, 
File Management & 
Documentation, Testing & 
Proofing, Communications, 
and Single Sign-On.

COLLABORATION PRACTICES, TECHNOLOGIES, PROCESSES 
(Please share any practices, technologies or processes you have developed or leveraged to ensure 
collaboration across multiple functions, teams and companies.)

To ensure maximum alignment, we leverage best-in-class tools to ensure we’re all sharing and collaborating as efficiently as possible.
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OVERALL “FUTURE EXPERIENCE” STRATEGY



RELEVANT CLIENTS & EXPERIENCE 
(Consumer Experience Transformation Experience: client list and scope of work for each)

As Worldwide and XYZ Digital Design will be partnering to deliver against this section  
(Overall Future Experience Strategy), below our combined list of Consumer Transformation Experience. 

Evolving and transforming 
end-to-end marketing 

activities from traditional 
to digital-first omnichannel 

customer experiences.

Transforming digital  
commerce activities. Completely redefining the 

customer experience through 
robust relationship mapping, 

identifying moments that 
matter and transforming 
full-scale front, and back-

office customer experiences 
across people, processes, 

technology and  
infrastructure changes.

Enhancing and evolving 
digital activities from 

traditional advertising into 
digital-first customer-centric 

marketing
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STAFFING 
Explain what office would lead this engagement and why, as well as 
how the office may leverage other capabilities across your firm

This engagement will be led from the Worldwide headquarters 
in New York. With access to our full-scale capabilities, executive 
leadership and cross-discipline teams. 

As detailed in our letter, we will be partnering with our 

Worldgroup partner, XYZ Digital Design, who will leverage 
their NY office for this engagement. Having an office location 
in Chicago that they can utilize at any time also creates a quick 
and easy local outpost. Together, we’ll implement our combined 
capabilities to deliver your brand a robust Future Experience 
Strategy—connecting both digital and physical efforts—across the 
full BEST Beauty experience.
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CAPABILITIES 
(Describe any approaches and processes to, philosophy on, or 
significant capabilities and experience in each of the following areas:)

Inventing new experiences, products, services and businesses 
begins—first and foremost—with understanding consumer needs. 
Our Innovation Consulting Team, recognizing emotional factors 
and examining utility demands, provides invaluable foresight into 

the deeply held aspirations of the consumer and how we can best 
recognize and understand those needs. By analyzing the depth and 
complexity of consumer experience, we offer unique and proprietary 
insights to facilitate a competitive advantage for our clients.

Our team is comprised of experience strategists, data scientists, 
engineers and product inventors—each fueled by the desire to turn 
human expectations into useful experiences. We provide Product/
Service Innovation, Business Design, and Digital Transformation 

DEVELOPING 
INNOVATION 

STRATEGY
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CAPABILITIES (cont’d) 

strategy consulting to both startups and established brands. 
As clients move rapidly into customer-centric business models 
enabled by technology and data, we innovate alongside them 
to accelerate change through CX/UX, Product Design, AI, 
Blockchain and Immersive Technology, as well as retail specific 
innovation such as commercial innovations, environmental design 
innovations, process innovations, logistical innovations, and/or 
service innovations.

Our Innovation Center of Excellence is a hotspot to help our 
brands invent meaningful solutions that solve business problems 
and further all types of relationships. It’s here where we’ve  
conceived great ideas that informed innovative strategies for 
clients across all categories, including L’Oreal, Nike, MAMMUT, 
USPS, and Sunovion. 
We recognize that each client engagement is custom-designed to 
meet the specific needs of the organization and each relationship 
as a close collaboration between all parties. 
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CAPABILITIES (cont’d)

Customer Experience is at the heart of what we do. We believe 
it’s not just multi-channel – its omnichannel, and its more than just 
automated marketing – its intuitive marketing, and CX delivers 
more than customer service, 
it’s an always-on experience.
But to build those 
experiences, brands need 
to look at the landscape 
differently. Not inside-out 
but outside-in, putting the 
“people” aspect of the 
customer first. Creating 
experiences that elevate 
humanity and heart.

Customer Experience Vision It all starts with your customer 
experience vision, as outlined in your RFI. 
But first we need to understand both the customer and the BEST 
business. 

CUSTOMER 
EXPERIENCE 

DESIGN

“A TRANSFORMATIVE VISION, DRIVEN BY DATA AND CUSTOMER-CENTRICITY, 
THAT AIMS TO DELIVER IMMERSIVE DIGITAL AND PERSONAL EXPERIENCE 
ACROSS ALL TOUCHPOINTS. DIGITAL AND PHYSICAL EFFORTS WILL WORK IN 
PARALLEL, BALANCING DESIGN & INNOVATION WITH OPTIMIZED AND HIGH-
CONVERSION SHOPPING.”

CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE VISION 

CUSTOMER
UNDERSTANDING

BUSINESS
UNDERSTANDING PRIORITIZATION EXPERIENCE DESIGN

STRATEGY
DATA & TECHNOLOGY

INFRASTRUCTURE
LAUNCH

OUR CUSTOMER 
EXPERIENCE 
FRAMEWORK
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Planning 1st Trimester 2nd Trimester 3rd Trimester Days 1 - 3 Day 4 - Week 12 Months 3 - 6 Months 6 - 12 Months 12 - 24 >>

Total Search Volume for these and similar keywords: 11,610 monthly searches20

Mom is considering if she should take fertility supplements. 

What supplements should I take to increase fertility

Fertility supplements

Vitamins to boost pregnancy

Total Search Volume for these and similar keywords: 159,180 monthly searches20

Sleeping position during pregnancy second trimester

4 months pregnant symptoms

20 weeks pregnant

Total Search Volume for these and similar keywords: 187,850 monthly searches20

Back pain during pregnancy, third trimester

Third trimester symptoms

Maternity hospital bag

Total Search Volume for these and similar keywords: 137,860 monthly searches20

Weaning baby off breastfeeding

What to feed 8 month old

Baby led weaning first foods

Total Search Volume for these and similar keywords: 150,840 monthly searches20

Milk for 1 year old

Toddler multivitamin

Breakfast ideas for a 1-year-old

Total Search Volume for these and similar keywords: 216,730 monthly searches20

Precautions during first three months of pregnancy

4 weeks pregnant

Pregnancy symptoms week 3

Total Search Volume for these and similar keywords: 84,440 monthly searches20

Mixing breast milk and formula

Starting solids at 5 months

Best formula for breastfed babies

FUN FACTS

BABY’S LIFE
STAGES

Maternity clothing

on Gap.com, Motherhood.com, Target.com,
Pinkblushmaternity.com, Apeainthepod.com7

Reads second trimester content

on BabyCenter.com (10x more likely), TheBump.com (13x more likely)8

Reads articles about the signs of labor

on BabyCenter.com (10x more likely), TheBump.com
(13x more likely), WhatToExpect.com (12x more likely)8

Signs up with formula companies to get free samples
(e.g., Similac Strong Moms, EverydayFamily.com, enfamil.com)

Nursery furniture

on Wayfair.com, Target.com, AllModern.com,
PotteryBarnKids.com or Costco.com7

Sets up a baby registry

on Amazon, Target, Buybuybaby.com7

Prenatal supplements
(e.g., iron, omega 3, calcium)

on Amazon.com, Walgreens.com,
Oneday.com or Target.com7

Pregnancy books
(e.g., What to Expect)
 
on Amazon.com or BarnesandNoble.com
(3x more likely) or audible.com (2.5x more likely)7,8

Reads first trimester article
 
on WhatToExpect.com (12x more likely)8

Pregnancy app
(e.g., What to Expect Pregnancy Tracker (608k unique/month), Glow (1.13MM uniques/month)
Baby Center My Pregnancy and Baby Today (1.2MM uniques/month), Sprout, The Bump, Ovia)30

41% of pregnant women use pregnancy-related apps2 

Pregnancy app
(e.g., What to Expect Pregnancy Tracker (608k unique/month), Glow (1.13MM uniques/month)
Baby Center My Pregnancy and Baby Today (1.2MM uniques/month), Sprout, The Bump, Ovia)30

41% of pregnant women use pregnancy-related apps2 

Pregnancy app
(e.g., What to Expect Pregnancy Tracker (608k unique/month), Glow (1.13MM uniques/month)
Baby Center My Pregnancy and Baby Today (1.2MM uniques/month), Sprout, The Bump, Ovia)30

41% of pregnant women use pregnancy-related apps2 

Weight loss or exercise app
(e.g., Fitbit (10MM uniques/month), My Fitness Pal (8.15MM uniques/month), Under Armour Connected Fitness (9MM uniques/month)3,30

33% of moms try to lose weight within the first 3 months of having their baby24 

Signs up for expecting mothers online community
(e.g., The Bump)

Prenatal supplements

on Amazon.com, Walgreens.com,
Oneday.com or Target.com7

Ovulation tracking app
(e.g., Flo (1.8MM uniques/ month), Period Calendar Tracker
by ABISHKKING (1.7MM uniques/month) Ovia, Glow3, 30

34% of women are interested in an app that tracks ovulation test results2

Reads article on WebMD on how to boost fertility

WebMD is top health site for expecting women (148 index)8

Fertility specialists

31K searches/month20

Ovulation indicators
(e.g., temperature)

800K searches/month20

Early pregnancy indicators
(e.g., morning sickness, can you drink while pregnant, what foods to eat while pregnant)

111K searches/month20

Posts question on social (e.g., Reddit) about prenatal vitamins

13K posts (61% of all posts of this type are on forums)4

Expecting moms are 411% more likely to visit Reddit Health3

Joins mom group on social

271K posts
64% of all posts are on forums4

Announces pregnancy
on social
(e.g., Facebook, Instagram)

Over 86K posts on Instagram
using #babyannouncement4

Reveals gender
on social
(e.g., Facebook, Instagram)

573K posts on Instagram
using #genderreveal and 122k
using #genderrevealparty4

Baby names

1.5M searches/month20

Birthing classes

35K searches/month20

What to pack in a hospital bag

28K searches/month20

Post baby shower photos
(e.g., Facebook, Instagram)

667K posts related to "baby shower"4

Post birth photos
(e.g., Facebook, Instagram)

12.2MM photos on Instagram using #newborn and 1MM using #newbornbaby4

Asks other moms about breastfeeding advice/help in mom group
on social media

1.4MM posts4

Watches YouTube video on breastfeeding
7 in 10 moms go to YouTube for parental guidance9

Registers for daycare

~ 1/4 of children under the age of five are in some form of organized child care arrangement16

Diapers, wipes, diaper ointment

on Amazon.com, Walmart.com (28% more likely), Target.com (138% more likely),
Costco.com, Kmart.com (95% more likely), or Samsclub.com (73% more likely)6,7

Stretch mark cream

on Amazon.com, Walmart.com,
Sephora.com, Walgreens.com7

Reading mommy blog content
 
on Scary Mommy (5x more likely),
Mother.ly (15x more likely)8

Baby food purees
on Target.com (138% more likely), Gerber.com,
Walmart.com (28% over index), Beechnut.com,
Amazon.com, Thegerberstore.com, Kroger.com
(2.5x more likely)6,7,8 

Baby cereal/oatmeal
on Gerber.com, Amazon.com,
Earthbest.com, iherb.com, Target.com,
Beechnut.com, Kroger.com7

Toddler shoes and clothes
on Target.com (90% more likely), Kidsfootlocker.com,
DSW.com, Carters.com (18x more likely),
Burlingtoncoatfactory.com (15x more likely),
Journeys.com, Zappos.com, Kohls.com (55% more likely),
Gap.com (38% more likely)6,7,8

Toddler toys

on Toysrus.com (221% more likely), Amazon.com,
Walmart.com (46% more likely), Fatbraintoys.com,
Mattel.com, Target.com (72% more likely),
Melissaanddoug.com6,7  

Teething ring,
teething cookies
 
on Toysrus.com (132% more likely),
Amazon.com, Target.com
(114% more likely), Walmart.com
(48% more likely) or Colgate.com6,7

Baby-proofing
products
 
on Toysrus.com, Amazon.com,
Buybuybaby.com (15x more likely),
Safebeginnings.com, Walmart.com,

Target.com7,8 

Baby toys

on Toysrus.com, Target.com,
Walmart.com, Buybuybaby.com,
Kmart.com, Mattel.com,
Melissaanddoug.com,

Amazon.com7

Parenting books
focused on toddlers

on Amazon.com,
Barnesandnoble.com
(3x more likely) or Audible.com

(2.5x more likely)6,7,8

Reads advice column on best activities for 1-2 years old

on Parents.com, Babble.com (66% more likely)8

Watches videos about how to introduce solid foods on YouTube

81% of moms who view videos on YouTube watch how-to content10

Parenting app
(e.g., Ovia Parenting, Glow Baby Newborn Tracker)30

Parenting app
(e.g., Ovia Parenting, Glow Baby Newborn Tracker)30

Toddler games
(e.g., Balloon Pop, Baby Puzzles)

73% of 18-to-34-year-old parents have or intend to purchase apps for their children, ages 2-105

Posts about first day back at work

136K posts4

Posts baby milestone photos
(e.g., Facebook, Instagram)
Instagram volume: #6monthsold 1.3MM  #7months old 973K /
#8monthsold 976K #9monthsold 898K / #10monthsold 817K,
#11months 933K  #12months 289K / #12monthsold 191K4

Posts 1-year-old
birthday party photos

82K posts4 

Posts baby milestone photos
(e.g., Facebook, Instagram)
Instagram volume: #13monthsold 234K, #14monthsold 257K, #15monthsold 273K,
#16monthsold 343K, #17monthsold 211K, #18monthsold 283K, #19monthsold 189K,
#20monthsold 179K, #21monthsold 136K, #22monthsold 128K, #23monthsold 103K,
#24monthsold 35K, #2yearsold 1.6MM4

Posts 2-year-old
birthday party photos 
Instagram volume: #happy2ndbirthday 75k
#Happysecondbirthday 8.9k 

C-section recovery

26K searches/month20

What can I eat after giving birth

60K searches/month20

Breastfeeding advice/specific problems
(e.g., baby not latching, how to feed a newborn,
why can’t I produce breast milk)

200K searches/month20

Feeding transition plans for going back to work

7K searches/month20

Postpartum depression
 
174K searches/month20

Incorporating formula into feeding plan

266K searches/month20

When to introduce solids

85K searches/month

"Normal" timing for key milestones
(e.g., start teething, crawling, walking, babbling)

~1M searches/month20

Weaning tips

56K searches/month20

Best food for toddlers

136K searches/month20

Total Search Volume for these and similar keywords: 138,380 monthly searches20

How much should I be pumping

Why can’t I produce breast milk

Newborn baby not latching

Moms share and ask about unexpected questions,
things like mastitis and colostrum.

Inositol

Triple Health Guard

DHA

Prebiotic Blend

Inositol

Triple Health Guard

DHA

Prebiotic Blend

Development of 5 senses: sight, sound, touch, taste, smell

1 month olds sleep 12-20 hours of sleep per day

Milestone: Selective Looking

Shared attention

Signs baby is ready to wean

Puree and soft food options for 6-7 month olds

Connecting pictures and objects

Budding communication skills: taking turns, babbling

Complement toddler diet with toddler drinks

Nutritious and supportive of growth and development

Toddler nutrition on the go

Milestone: a sense of fairness

Milestone: Recognizing Emotion

Imitates sounds and expressions

Improved memory

Enfamil Premium -

"Always my first choice for babies"

Sensory Development

MFGM

DHA

After the announcement, parents begin to
overshare their pregnancy journey.

Talking about painful changes in her body, frustration
with the breastfeeding process. Things not going
according to "plan."

Beginning of the "research phase." Moms begin to look for validation and
product choices, leads into hyper-research and nesting.

Parents seek more knowledge about breastfeeding
vs. formula feeding in preparation for the baby.

Asks questions about changes to expect, what to prepare for and last minute
things she has yet to consider. Looking for validation and reassurance.

"dh" (dear husband)

"ftm" (first-time mom)

"bb"/"bubs" (baby)

"d-day" (delivery day)

"ds/dd" (dear son/daughter)

"graduated" (gave birth)

"lo" (little one)

"pp" (postpartum)

"rtf/pwd" (ready to feed/
powdered formula)

"wakings" (baby wakes up)

"padsicles" (homemade pad
-shaped ice packs for post birth)

Uneducated, the beginning of "silly questions," as
she begins to recognize the breadth of what
she doesn't know.

"dh" (dear husband)

"ttc" (trying to conceive)

Asking for advice on which supplements to take for fertility. Asking what brand
of supplement to take, after doctor recommends supplements in general.

Parents express a mix of feelings, asking questions
and also trying to harden their view of parenting. 

Each life stage brings a new set of questions.
Moms bring the advice they have received
from HCPs and family to their online communities.

More and more moms question the transition
to cow's milk due to the current standard of
cattle farming.

"halp" (help)

"husbeast" (awesome husband)

"hangry" (angry/hungry)

"jellybean" (baby)

"munchkin" (baby)

"prefolds" (cloth diapers)

Parents share their birth experiences within their mom community before admitting that
their choice to exclusively breastfeed has shifted.

Shares her journey and her changes in thinking. Documents the changes in her life,
and how it impacts how she provides nutrition. Discusses possible changes with other moms.

Shares what baby is doing now that he or she is more alert and “cute.”
Talks with moms about the signs of development baby shows and try
to receive validation of being on-track.

The transition to sippy cup marks a sense of independence that is
new for the baby and different for the parent. Solid foods are
introduced, and preferences takes hold. Focus on ingredients.

Wonders how transition to cow’s milk will affect her baby, questions its
nutritional value. Worries about picky easting habits leading to malnourishment.
Focus on ingredients.

"ppaf" (postpartum aunt flow)

"pnp" (pack n play crib)

"sahm/sahd" (stay-at-home
mom/dad)

"cio" (cry it out sleep
training method)

"dreamfeed" (baby suckles
in sleep)

Signs up for baby subscription service
(e.g., Amazon Mom)

While only 5% buy baby products via subscription today1, new moms are more likely to use
subscription services in general: Homechef.com - 4x more likely, Blue Apron - 5x more likely8 

Signs up for Mommy & Me or Baby Gym

What do I need to do? What should I expect?
As mothers-to-be are finding a new norm, they begin to research more
baby products and lifestyle choices. 

Am I on track? What’s happening to me?
Mothers are considering solid foods and whether or not she
should begin supplementing, mixing or combination feed.

Should my baby be doing this?
Mom begins to search for more specific foods to introduce as she weans
the baby off formula or breastfeeding, so she wants general age-specific
information and specific details on diets, guides and types of foods.

Am I doing this right?
The focus on food increases as the mother's interest in breast milk vs. formula
is all but gone. Mom is trying to identify specific diets, food charts, supplements
and other specific foods that she should be serving her growing toddler. This is
also when searches mentioning breakfast, lunch and dinner grows.

What’s next?
If the mother's initial feeding POV is challenged upon birth or during the
first months due to either external, emotional or physical factors, she'll
research the specific issues.

Should my baby act this way? What do I do now?

Moms are prepping for the birth but the closer it gets the more nervous
they get. Any weird feeling or symptom, she will look up to make sure
she's tracking for a healthy delivery.

Do I have everything I need?
Is this how I’m supposed to feel? 

Things get real. Mom begins to understand that she has to prepare her body
for carrying a child. Moms are doing a ton of research as they're trying to
understand what to expect and how to deal with the changes to both
their body and their baby.

Why am I / Is it normal?

PRE-PREGNANCY PREnatal NEWBORN INFANT TODDLER

"dh" (dear husband)

"ftm" (first-time mom)

"nt" (nuchal translucency)

"mfm" (maternal fetal
medicine specialist)

"pre-e" (pre-eclampsia)

Asking for advice on which supplements to take to ensure baby is healthy. Looking
for advice on what foods are best for mom and baby throughout pregnancy.
Discussing side effects of and alternatives to current supplements.

"chokables" (solid food
posing a choking risk)

"babelers" (babies on
the cusp of toddlerhood)

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

Discussion of maternal supplementation
VS. discussion of baby nutrition.

Concern around maternal anemia and fetal brain development
test results VS. baby nutrition and gender reveal.

Questions around sufficient colostrum production, and interest in probiotic
supplements, baby music, lullabies, and other audio enrichment tools for fetal
brain development VS. messaging around specific formula ingredients.

Decisions about supplementing with formula if colostrum production

is not enough, and sharing of the "Birth Story" VS. specific brand messaging.
Excitement about milestones that signal the first time a parent experiences reciprocal

communication VS. more subtle scientific milestone markers of development.
Excitement about milestones that hint at a baby's developing physical
agency VS. more subtle scientific milestone markers of development. 

Discussion of new self-feeding skills (pincer grip) and the preliminary

steps to walking (scooting, crawling) VS. messaging about food options
disconnected from new self-feeding milestones.

Excitement about new ability to play structured interactive games
VS. focus on feeding convenience and on-the-go toddler products.

About momAbout mom About mom & baby-specific needs and productsAbout mom & baby-specific needs and productsAbout mom & baby-specific needs and productsAbout baby-specific needsAbout productAbout product

Fertility assistance C-section vs. natural birth

Vaccinations

Gender conformity

Pacifiers

Discipline

School / Education

Going back to work

Letting the baby cry it out / sleep training

Co-sleeping

Childcare plans (corporate daycare, home-based daycare vs. nanny)

Doing

Issues/Events

Mom’s decisions

Milestones

Fun Facts

Moment of
Meaning

Baby Steps

Growth Spurt

Progress
Check-In

Folic Acid
(2 months)

Vitamins
(2 months)

DHA
(3 months)

DHA
(6 months) Baby Music

(9 Months) Lullaby
(7 Months)

Birth Story
Gurgling

(1-2 Months) Smiling (3 Months)
Push-up (4 Months)

Roll over (4 Months)
Scooting

(5 Months) 

Scooting
(7 Months) Object

Permanence
(7 Months)

Patty-cake
(12 Months) Peek-a-boo

(12 Months)

Pincer grip
(8 Months)

Iron & Folate
Supplements
(6 months)

Spinal/Cerebrospinal Tests
(6 months)

Iron & Probiotic
Supplement
 (7 Months)

Markets

China

Thailand

Mexico

USA

Websites, Online Research

Mom Online Community

OB/GYN or Fertility Specialist Family

Self

Friends and Family

Partner

Partner

Websites

OB/GYN or Fertility SpecialistClose Family

Websites (Medical & Device)
OB/GYN or Fertility Specialist
Mom Online Community

Self
Partner
Mom Online Community

Self Partner

Mom Online Community

OB/GYN or Fertility SpecialistWebsites (Medical)

OB/GYN Experienced Moms

Pregnancy Apps Websites (Pregnancy Sites)

Friends and Family Her Mom

PartnerOB/GYN

Her Mom Friends and Family

Experienced MomsWebsites, Online Research

Self

Family

Experienced Moms Mom Online Community

Mom online community
Websites
OB/GYN, Nurses

Her Mom
Self Mom Online Community
Websites, Advice Forums

Experienced moms

Self

Friends and FamilyMom Online Community

OB/GYN

Websites, Online Research

Websites, Online Research

Nurses/Lactation consultants Pediatrician

Pediatrician

Pediatrician

OB/GYN

Friends and Family

Friends and Family

Friends and family

Websites, Online Research

Self
Medical Sta� in Hospital

Websites, Online Research Forums/Social Media

OB/GYN
Websites, Advice Forums

Medical Sta� in Hospital

Medical Sta� in Hospital

Medical Sta� in Hospital Partner

Medical Sta� in Hospital

Pediatrician

Websites

Friends and FamilySelf

Pediatrician

Pediatrician

Websites, Online Forums

Her Mom

Daycare/Child’s Caretaker

Experienced Moms Mom Online Community

Mom Online Community

Mom Online Community

Websites, Online Research
Friends and Family

Friends and Family

Friends and Family

OB/GYN

Forums/Social Media

Partner
Websites, Advice Forums

Mom Peers

Websites, Online Research

Mom Peers Self

Mom Online Community

Mom Online Community

Friends and Family

Self

Websites

Pediatrician Partner

Mom Online Community

Websites, Online Forums

Pediatrician

Daycare/Child’s Caretaker

Experienced Moms Mom Online Community

Mom Online Community

Mom Online Sommunity

Websites, Online Research
Friends and Family

Friends and Family

Friends and Family

Pediatrician

Forums/Social Media

Partner
Websites, Advice Forums

Websites, Online Research

Mom Peers Self

Mom Online Community

Experienced Moms

Friends and Family

Self

Websites

Mom Peers Self

Expecting parents are 28%
more likely to gather health
information from websites.21  

28%
Expecting parents are 48% more
likely to state they take counsel
on health issues from friends.21  

48%

Expecting parents are 39% more
likely to state they’re easily swayed
by other people’s views.21  

39%

Expecting parents are 34% more likely to
self-asses as “Egocentric, Vain, Self-
Centered, Narcissistic than women 18-49.21  

34%

Parents of children under 1 are 26% more
likely to state that they take counsel on
health issues from their friends.21  

26%
Parents of 1-year-old children are 13% less likely to state
they always do what their doctor tells them to do and
are 24% less likely to say they rely primarily on their
doctor to guide them on medical and health matters.21  

13%

YES May stick to plan

May change plan

NO

MIX

Then, Event

She will be forced to
re-evaluate her POV

Mom will start with I.N. POV

Trying Her Best To Adjust To
Baby’s Changing Needs

And Her Own

She starts the process with
a feeding POV in mind.
Yes/No/Mix will highly
depend on cultural, societal,
demographic forces

“I’m pregnant”

Baby is born

 

Why?
People have strong opinions
about nutrition

Open advice starts

Why?
Hospital may feed baby
formula while mom is 
asleep, mom may take 
breastfeeding class, 
mom may see
lactation consultant

Hospital activity
influences plan

Breastfed before, but
new baby needs formula,
OR did formula before,
but that brand is not
working

Repeat moms

First inclination = 
I’m going to do 
whatever worked
the first time

Repeat moms

Why?
May have pain
Milk may not come in 
Not enough milk 

Mom has physical 
trouble breastfeeding

Why?
May be premature
May not be latching 

Baby not breastfeeding

May be
too tired
or depressed

e.g., Vitamin D (regardless
of feeding POV)

Baby supplements

Why?
May need specific ingredients
May develop special needs

Baby may not take
to chosen formula

Why?
May be underweight, CDIC,
tongue tied, not sleeping

Baby has condition that
limits breastfeedingGrowth spurt

(4-6 weeks)

Why?
Went back to work
Other people feeding her baby
Baby has new nutrition needs

Changing routines
shakes things up Why?

Wants to ensure best
nutrition routine for growth

Continuing baby /
toddler nutrition

Introduces
solids

Introduces
allergies

Switch to
cow’s milk

Packs for
hospital May use

baby nurse 

Doctor - 
blood test =
viable

Baby shower
OB-GYN gives
her a sampleAnnouncement

Why?
It’s getting real

Getting Ready
for Baby Responding To

Unanticipated Events
That Force Choice

Begins to
supplement

Ongoing balanced
nutrition for baby

Why?
May spit up, reflex, bloat,
bad stools, crying from hunger

Breast milk
causing issues

Why?
May be taking
new meds

Concern about
what’s passed
through in milk

Why?
Pumping may hurt
Nipples may crack
May get mastitis 

Breastfeeding becomes
physically challenging

Mom may be
sleep-deprived

Progress
check-in
(3-4 months)

May get nanny / daycare

Introduces
sippy cup

(9 months)

Progress
check-in
(12 months)

E
N

V
IR

O
N

M
EN

T

MOM

BABY

Goes home

First
pediatrician

visit

Why?
Wants to ensure best
nutrition routine
for growth

Continuing
toddler nutrition

Price comparing
Couponing
Shopping in bulk

Baby first
smiles at her

Why?
May be too tired
Too time-consuming
Not feeling connection

Doesn’t like
breastfeeding

Baby says “momma”
or “dadda”

“Mom—petition”: Up to this point,
moms are there for each other.

Parents “understand”
baby language

A Mom tracks the size of her
baby by fruit and vegetables

Back to
Work

Chooses not to

EXIT

Why?
Doesn’t take parental supplements Why?

Prenatal supplements
may have made her sick,
were too expensive,
or she couldn’t get
into the routine.

She tried,
But stopped

EXIT

Why?
People have strong opinions
about nutrition

Open advice starts

EXIT

EXIT

POV Working
Breastfeeding

EXIT

Chooses total
“regular food”
routine

EXIT

ENTRY

Getting ready
for pregnancy
Why?
She may have tried for a while,
She might be taking meds

Supporting baby
development
(brain function &
maternal health)
Why?
She learned she is
pregnant and wants
to do the right thing

ENTRY

ENTRY

ENTRY ENTRY

ENTRY

ENTRY

ENTRY

Nesting

Holds her
baby for first
time

Picking a
pediatrician

Researching
daycare

Vaccine
planning

EXIT

POV working
Breastfeeding

e.g., Milk Bank working
Backup Plan

May experience
"baby blues"

May change diet
to boost chance
of conception

May visit
fertility
specialist

May begin prenatal
vitamin regimen

Confirming pregnancy:
taking home pregnancy test,
sonogram (6-8 weeks),
blood test (10 weeks)

Starting prenatal
vitamin regimen

CVS test (12 weeks),
NT scan (16 weeks),
Amnio (20 weeks). 

Glucose screening (24-28 weeks),
Fetal echocardiogram (30-34 weeks)

Growth spurt
(2-3 weeks)

Growth spurt
(7-10 days)

Growth spurt
(4 months)

Growth spurt
(9 months)

Growth spurt
(6 months)

Baby showers
are uncommon

Baby Shower
is 30-100 days
after birth

MOM

BABY

Start tracking feeding Teething Rolling
Improved
visual 
acuity

Improved
MDI First words

Improved
sustained
attention

Improved
problem-
solving
skills

Weaning
starts

Crawling

Bottle +
food

First steps

At 7 weeks, you start counting
everything in weeks

Babies “name” everything
(e.g., their pacifiers)

Chooses total
“regular food”
routine

EXIT

ENTRY

Grow the relationship with her / revenue

R Retain her for Stage 2

Expand the relationship with her / revenue

E Extend to other Enfa products

Strengthen the relationship with her / revenue

A Acquire in prenatal "prep" opportunity Acquire for evolving needs (Stage 2 Product) Acquire for evolving needs (Stage 3 Product)Acquire in hospital or pediatrician (Stage 1 Product)* Acquire switchers dealing with digestive issues: from Enfa Stage 1      Solutions Product, from Competitor       Enfa Solutions Product or from Breastfeeding       Enfa Solutions Product*
Within first 3 months, 50% of babies show digestive problems

Start the relationship with her

C * Enroll her in CRM program 

Welcome to
mommy brain

Babies suffer from digestive discomfort18

3  4IN 

of parents seek baby
& toddler foods with
no artificial ingredients1

58%

35% say baby / toddler
cereal is in need of a
great variety of flavors1

35%

33%
of first time moms choose
a formula while pregnant18 

41%
of pregnant women use
pregnancy-related apps2

1  10IN

Women experience postpartum
depression symptoms2 

No nesting period. 

No nesting period.
Baby sleeps in
living room. 

Nesting is a
common occurrence.

of all pregnant women
may try a prenatal vitamin2

97%
of women who are
trying to get pregnant
have been trying for
7 months or longer2

31% 7-13%
of babies are born premature19

Moms in the US will give
formula their own taste test
(and "look test") to make
decisions about brands2 

More than four in five parents agree
it is important to expose their child
to a variety of foods so they do not
develop allergies1 

4
5

Environment

Temperature

Parents are turning to unique and specially crafted nursery pieces
to help promote brain development and stimulation from birth.
With the search for the perfect nursery beginning early.35

Parents want smart-thermostats in nurseries, looking to cooler temperatures to help
brain-aiding sleep and to set regular sleep cycles. Products like nests can act like
smart-monitors for busy parents.37

Music Parents are using apps to create playlists for baby from the womb to the nursery,
with moms looking to classical music and soothing sound to promote brain stimulation.35

Transportation
Parents are playing with how they carry babies, paying special attention to
development needs by age. Moving baby from facing in to facing out in their
carries a big step for parents.39

Color
Parents are using apps and discussing the best colors for helping
babies develop, favoring vibrant primary colors and patterns.40 

Technology
The internet plays an increased role in teaching and tracking: teaching the
basics of sound through early second languages, story time and comforting,
and tracking oxygen rates to tiny brains.42

Play
From early tactile learning to art classes and early sports and activities,
parents are looking to help children learn and grow sooner.41

Sleep
Parents are turning to products: swaddle blankets and sleep sacks, to help
keep babies calm and away from too much stimulation too early.38Zz

Grandmothers are key secondary caretakers;
51% taken care of by grandmother,
33% by family member 

"Weekend" parenting; Grandparents often
watch children through the week

37% of households are multigenerational

Babies sleep in parents’ room through 2 years 

Changing routines shift
her feeding approach
away from formula

EXIT

VALIDATION

INFORMATION

TRUST

JUDGEMENT

CONFUSION

CONFIDENCE

Posts on
social

Searches

Purchases

Consumes
content

Downloads /
uses apps

Signs up

Thursday / Friday
9 PM - 11 PM4

Breastfeeding
conversation

Wednesday / Thursday
8 PM - 11 PM4

Breastfeeding &
Formula feeding

conversation

Who/What is influencing
mom's relationship with
the category? Where? 

Where is she signaling
interest / intent in

infant nutrition
(beyond .com)?

Where are the
opportunities to build

and grow relationships?

How does she feel
about the category? 

What words is she
using to describe
her expectations
regarding brain
development?

What are the words
she is hearing from the

category regarding
brain development? 

What else -
outside of nutrition -

is dominating her mind
(and heart)?

What are some
of the other topics
where she is forced

to “take a side”?

What is she
talking about?

What is she thinking,
and therefore searching?

DOING

SAYING

THINKING

INFLUENCES

SIGNALS

C+ARE

FEELING

What else does mom
plan for when it

comes to healthy
child development?

IN BRAIN DEVELOPMENT

IN PARENTHOOD

What are the trends
that have a direct

impact on
infant nutrition?

No advertising for products targeted
to children under 12 months

Low regulations (80% of mothers
have seen a formula ad)

Highly regulated (Marketing blackout
from 1 to potentially 3 years)

No regulations

Common for baby to be formula
fed within the first 3 days by
hospital staff. 

Breastfeeding training by nurses,
every 3 hours over 3 days

3 days in hospital. 7 out of 10
moms admitted to switching to
formula due to pressure from
a pediatrician.

3-4 months maternity leave

3 months maternity leave, with pay

2.5 months maternity leave (84 days by law)

12 weeks maternity leave by law.
Unpaid, some states offer paid leave.

The number of moms exclusively
breastfeeding in the first 6 months

has grown by 10% in the past 5 years.28

It has decreased by 5% in Thailand,

6% in China and 7% in Mexico.22 

5%

6%

7%

10%

Where people purchase
baby / toddler food1 

at supermarket

62%

at club stores
32%

at mass merchandiser
70%

Reflective

Retain her for Stage 3

Birthrates on the decline,
and women are waiting longer

The number of births has declined every year since 2007
(with the exception of the slight increase in 2014)2, but
birthrates for women aged 30-44 increased, with women
aged 40-44 experiencing the highest increase: 4%.1 

Same sex couples on the rise,
and they’re raising children

~17% of same sex couples have children in the household. 
That number doubled from 2000-2010.26

Childcare choices expand online
Increasing transparency, choice, access
E.g., Care.com, Urbansitter.

The future is female 

Sense of what women will tolerate is changing
(#metoo, #timesup).

Technology optimizes feeding

Breast pumps more portable, quiet and connected:

Naya — water compression
Willow — fits into the bra
Lansinoh — Bluetooth-enabled formula dispenser

Smart Bottles:

BlueSmart Mia — analyzes baby's consumption patterns

Placenta’s providing nutrition and benefits 

Moms are eating their placenta after giving birth.
Placenta encapsulation thought to help in milk production.

Black market for formula

Around the country, law enforcement agencies in recent
years have reported heists ranging from thousands to
several million dollars’ worth of baby formula.17

Organic-minded parents

58% of parents seeking baby/toddler foods with no artificial ingredients.
Similac's success attributed, in large part to, organic claims in 2016.
Rise in baby/toddler product launches with "organic" claim from
46% in 2012 to 69% in 20161

More stay-at-home dads

About 2 million stay at home dads —
double the number in 1989.34 

Rise in 24/7 daycare

Nearly 40% of Americans now work non-traditional
employment hours.25 9% of daycare center care is
now provided during evenings or weekends.15 

Pedialyte as hangover cure

Sales grew 9.3% in 2016, largely on its growing reputation
as a celebrity indulgence and hangover cure.1

The gender revolution

Gender identity is shifting and more fluid,
ongoing debate on gender non-comformity.37

Milk bank boom

The number of NICUs using donor breast milk and the
number of milk banks in North America have doubled
in the past 5 years.23 

Rise in cow’s milk alternatives

The average consumption of dairy milk has dropped from about 22 gallons a year
per person in 1970 to less than 15 gallons in 2012. That's a 33 percent decline.14

Options include soy milk, tree nut milk, rice and oat milk,  hemp milk11

China

Mexico

Thailand
US

C-Section births

47%
45%

34% 32%

13

21 Simmons Fall 2017 NHCS Adult Study 2-Year

²0 Google Keyword Planner / US /  March 2017 to March 2018
average monthly search volume 

³ comScore: Digital Behavior & Crosstab Reports /
US / 12/31/17- 4/7/18
4 Crimson Hexagon / Global English Language /
Mom conversation Jan 2016-April 2018

³ comScore: Digital Behavior & Crosstab Reports
/ US / 12/31/17- 4/7/18
4 Crimson Hexagon / Global English Language /
Mom conversationJan 2016-April 2018

8 Hitwise: Digital Behavior & Crosstab Reports / US / 12/31/17- 4/7/18
9 Google/Ipsos Connect
¹0 Google/TNS

² Mintel Pregnancy US 2016
³ comScore, US, March 2018
 5 eMarketer
²4  The Baby Center New Mom Body Survey
³0 Google Play, iTunes App Store

7 SEMRush March 2017-March 2018 / US Average monthly searches
¹6 Americanprogress.org

SIGNALS

C+ARE

McCann Reddit & Community Forum NLP Analysis 6/20/2013-4/1/2018

Enfa Site, Social, and E-Mail Messaging Analysis 12/8/2017-4/1/2018

¹ Mintel Baby Food & Drink 2017
² Mintel Pregnancy August 2016
¹² McCann syndicated interviews (13 moms), 2018
¹³ World Health Organization Statement on C-section Rates, 2015
 ¹8 RB Enfa Bootcamp
¹9 RB, The IFCN Speciality Business
²¹ Simmons Data 2016-2017
²² State Disease Control Center 2008-2013, projecting to 2017
²8 US Department of Health, 2002-2014, projecting to 2017

²0 Google Keyword Planner / US /  March 2017
to March 2018 average monthly search volume

4 Crimson Hexagon-Gloabal-Enclish, Jan 2018- April 2018

35 “Music Improves Baby Brain Responses to Music and Speech.”
UW News, 25 Apr. 2016
36 “Setting up Your Nursery so It's Best for Baby Development.” 
Active Babies Smart Kids Articles, 20 June 2017, 
37  “What's the Right Temperature for Baby?” 
WhattoExpect, 16 Feb. 2017
38 “Baby Sleep-Time Means Active Brain Development.”
Enfamil US, 9 Feb. 2018,
39  “Facing in? Facing out? A Science-Based View o
Baby Carrying Positions Ergobaby.com, 2 Feb. 2011
40 “How Colour Can A�ect Your Baby's Development.” 
Essential Baby, 25 July 2016, 
41 “Scientists Say Child's Play Helps Build A Better Brain.” 
NPR, 6 Aug. 2014, 
42  “6 Ways The Amazon Echo Will Transform Your Child's
Bedtime Routine.” The Baby Sleep Site

¹ Mintel Baby Food & Drink 2017
² Mintel Pregnancy US 2016
¹¹ Healthychildren.org
¹4 CBS News 
¹5 National Women's Law Center
¹7 NY Post, 2016
²³ The Atlantic, 2017
²5 The Guardian, Feb 2018
²6 U.S. Census Bureau, 2016 American Community Survey
²9 National Geographic, 2017                                                                                                                
³4 Pew Research, 2014
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T:36”

T:36”

B:37”

B:37”

CAPABILITIES (cont’d)

Customer Understanding Decoding a relationship is vital for 
success, and relationship mapping is how we get there—to 
understand and optimize the experience that a person has, and 
expects to have, with a brand. We drive movement along the 
journey by creating bridges that link otherwise disparate moments 
between a person and a brand. 

We layer feelings, perceptions, preferences, barriers, expectations, 
behaviors, intent, influences, media habits, usage occasions, and 
seasonality considerations around key moments that matter to 
people as they experience a brand. Our data-driven and research-
oriented approach help us dig deep to uncover big insights, as well 
as the level of detail needed to get a 360º view of the customer. 
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foundation means solutions are effective, reliable, and scalable. 
Backed by a team of data analysts and machine-learning 
capabilities, we 
combine technology 
and data to not only 
power experiences, 
but measure and then 
improve them over time. 

Deployment Success comes from partnership. Identifying the 
right internal and external partners ensures smooth and effective 
deployment of experiences. Having experience working both in 
and outside of beauty and retail, our internal capabilities and 
partnership roster will ensure prioritized solutions are effectively and 
efficiently executed.  

FOR EXAMPLE,  
WHEN MAPPING CLIENT 
ENABLEMENT FOR VERIZON 
FIOS, WE DEFINED:
•  Key channel strategies
•   Constituencies within the organization that must be involved 

to activate opportunities
•   The existing technology infrastructure, how it can be best 

leveraged, and potential augmentations and partnerships
•   What data exists—and where—and how it can be better 

connected across the ecosystem
•   How movement across the journey has an impact on overall 

business performance
•   Marketing KPIs as leading indicators of program success

CAPABILITIES (cont’d)

Business Understanding But before the customer, we start by 
understanding you. Our team is built on partnership and that 
means becoming a part of your team, championing your goals, 
and offering viewpoints that challenge the status quo. Working 
with various business units, we break down silos and start to 
make the connections that lead to strong business cases. With 
this process we can better understand what success means to the 
team, to management, and to the business— and then we link that 
to the customer understanding and vision for customer experience.

Prioritization Mapping complex problems often leads to 
discovering many areas of opportunity. But how can an 
organization thoughtfully select which points to focus on first and 
avoid “analysis paralysis”? With the unique “stacked display” of 
our relationship maps, we can use the front stage and back stage 
to hone in on key areas that not only impact the experience, but 
also support the business goals.

Experience Design Inclusivity is the name of the game. We 
bring various disciplines together at one table. From strategists, 
to designers to industry experts, we brainstorm and create 
category-changing solutions. With the spirit of design thinking, we 
leverage strategic learnings, customer empathy and collaboration 
to prototype, test and define solutions that not only impact 
experience but also deliver business impact. 

Data & Tech Infrastructure The backbone of any solution or 
experience is the technology and data that drives it. We believe 
that “technology is magic” and having a technically-enabled 
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Holistic, seamless customer experiences are an output of our “people first” 
experience design process. By looking at the customer journey through the lens 
of person—person, person—category, or person—brand at different moments in 
time, it helps us visualize the different moments that define the relationship every 
step of the way. The output is a set of clearly defined experience briefs to create 
a connected customer experience across every touchpoint. 

We look at all retail as experiential retail, it’s just defining 
the degree to which we need to deepen or elevate the 
experience to drive overall value for the consumer/
shopper. We also always take into consideration the level 
of technology that should play into that experience. That 
technology could be their personal mobile device to the 
additional technology that is required in store to ensure the 
experience is value-maximized for the individual. 

We look at holistic, seamless customer 
experiences and omni-channel experience 
design as one in the same. In fact, 
we don’t see how you could have 
one without the other. It could be 
just that based on terminology, 
one is the task and one is the 
output. An Omni-channel 
experience design process 
or task ultimately delivers a 
holistic, seamless customer 
experience.

HOLISTIC, 
SEAMLESS 

CUSTOMER 
EXPERIENCES

HOLISTIC, SEAMLESS 
CUSTOMER 
EXPERIENCES ARE 
AN OUTPUT OF 
OUR “PEOPLE FIRST” 
EXPERIENCE DESIGN 
PROCESS. 

EXPERENTIAL 
RETAIL 

OMNI-
CHANNEL 

EXPERIENCE 
DESIGN
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TOOLS & TECHNOLOGIES 
(Explain any tools or technologies you leverage in your innovation work)  

Our process for innovation 

D.     I.     V.      E.
DISCOVER 
BRING THE TRUTH 2 MEANING

In this phase, our strategists work 
with clients to understand the brand 
and business’ challenges and frame 
problem statements to create a 
brief and pre-read/pre-work for 
participants. We will map the target 
group’s emotional, physical and 
aspirational activations, as well 
as inhibitors across the experience 
journey. We will also explore market 
opportunities and benchmarks within 
and beyond the industry. Once the 
challenge is defined, we will 
begin recruiting agency, 
clients and external 
participants, define 
their roles, as well 
as prepare logistics 
and materials for the 
hack workshop.

EXPERIENCE 
EXPERIENCE TESTING

At Worldwide, we use Experience 
Testing by prototyping certain 
functionalities of product/
experience innovations to learn 
and validate the novelty of the 
idea as well as the improvements 
that need to be made for the 
consumer. 

Using our iterative design 
engineering and testing 
framework, a design matures with 
contextual information. Working 
with actual users, the experiential 
aspects evolve with their feedback 
and our constant evaluation 

together with brands.

INVENT 
RAPIDHACK

In the RapidHack, participants 
ideate for 2-3 rapid cycles 
around the challenge in different 
groups, using ideation canvases. 
Participants receive feedback 
from jurors along the way, and 
consumer targets provide real-time 
validation. At the end of the hack, 
jurors select 2-3 winning ideas/
experiences to be 
prototyped.

VALIDATE 
RAPID PROTOTYPING

Effective product development 
appropriately merges both insight and 
demand to create fully-integrated and 
connected experiences. Our Experience 
Engineering Teams use product design 
and prototyping cavanses and tools to 
rapidly transform innovative ideas into 
tangible concepts.

Experimenting with both physical and 
digital technologies, our Engineering 
Team is committed to developing solutions 
that push the boundaries of both design 
and user experience. Implementing 
multidisciplinary engineering strategies 
and technologies, we help our 
clients navigate the complex 
product development 
landscape to rapidly bring 
products and services to life.
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TOOLS & TECHNOLOGIES (cont’d) 

Using our iterative design engineering and testing framework, a design matures with contextual 
information. Working with actual users, the experiential aspects evolve with their feedback and our 
constant evaluation together with brands.

The D.I.V.E. process is supported by our suite of Knowledge & Inspiration Tools.

                    We come up with creative ideas using emerging 
technologies, specifically applying these to a client brief. Our 
creative and strategy teams tailor these solutions to marry 
with client objectives, and then partner with startups and tech 
partners, as necessary. TechDate could be done within a hack 
event, as a supportive tool in the prototyping process, or for 
briefs outside of a hack.

                      To help our clients navigate the emerging tech 
landscape, experience the technologies, and understand the 
tech trajectory, we offer curated tours at CES, Mobile World 
Congress, and SXSW.

                                              We invite startups to present 
their technologies around a specific theme, so that we can 
inspire new ways of leveraging them to create unique solutions 
for our clients. These internal sessions are hosted globally and 
regionally, approximately every two months.

                                  

                                  Outlining some of the latest 
technologies and their applications, these informational cards 
prompt innovative thinking in brainstorms. They are often used                     
in conjunction with Cards that include proprietary data, insights 
and provocations.

                                  We curate a wall of exciting startups 
around a new technology or theme, backed up by our 
proprietary data, and use the wall to guide two-way collaborative 
conversations.

                      Any team can access Worldgroup’s proprietary 
tech database of over 500 tech partners, startups, incubators, 
and VCs from around the world.

                  We build out small physical models of the  
space using software-based modeling tools to look at  
human experience flow from the entry to exit

HUMANTECH PIZZA & LEARN

TECHDATE

TECHSAFARI

HUMANTECH CARDS

HUMANTECH WALL

INNOBASE

3D/CAD
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TOOLS & TECHNOLOGIES (cont’d) 

To merge the digital and physical experience for 
consumers, we created a digital infrastructure for 
Mammut retail stores.  

Here’s how it works: Mammut customers save their 
favorite preferred Mammut equipment in the app. The app then 
utilizes Social Connect, an in-store visual guidance system that 
guides the consumer to their preferred products in the store, while 
digital displays show additional recommendations and products 
“liked” by friends. Another neat feature—employees can also 
view customers’ shares 
and pins on their tablets 
and then offer extremely 
targeted support. The 
seamless integration 
of guiding people to 
products that they liked 
online to their floor room 
position offline reduced 
the need for pulling out a 
smartphone while in store 
and created a 17% lift in 
sales and 32% increase 
in foot-traffic.
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INNOVATION ROADMAPS 
(Experience creating and guiding innovation roadmaps across a 
complex organization.)

We have deep experience in creating multi-year innovation and 
transformational roadmaps for organizations to achieve their 
goals. Whether it’s a digital disruption combat plan, a plan to 
enter new markets, or to expand into new verticals, we follow a 
mapping methodology that we customize to the needs of each 
organization. 

We start with key stakeholder interviews and apply linguistic 
analysis (analysis which looks for patterns in lexicon, themes and 
ideas) in order to derive insights from those interviews. We then 
follow this by conducting competitive research to augment and 
validate (or invalidate) the internal driving force behind creating 
innovation. Lastly, we make decisions on key dates, budgets, 
and milestones by applying the rigor of formal business cases 
with projections and ROI built in. Once the plans and vision 
for innovation are set, we assemble an agile organizational 
change management team to help with the onboarding and 
dissemination of the core idea behind our innovation timeline in 
order to make it come to life.

For Mastercard, a company creating “Priceless” 
experiences for nearly 20 years, we created PMP, 
a Precision Marketing Practice (PMP). This endeavor 

exceeded an innovation roadmap in that it had to also connect 
key areas of the business—consumer, B-to-B, and their myriad of 
partnerships— to ultimately help empower everyone across the 
organization deliver a priceless experience. Our PMP provided 
a shared framework, common language, and set of procedures 
that enables precise and personalized communications with every 
MasterCard customer and partner.

Through an in-depth 
review of their business, 
we were able to create a 
5-year roadmap that detailed 
how we will help to build the 
foundation over time to enable 
better precision and ultimately 
drive new revenue streams.
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RESEARCH TOOLS & SUBSCRIPTIONS 
(List research tools & subscriptions that you maintain that could contribute to this effort.)

We have a number of proprietary research tools we would be able to use in the development of a future experience 
strategy for BEST. 

Collective Insights  As industry leaders in the digital space, the concept and practice of staying ahead of industry trends is 
ingrained in our culture. This practice manifests itself not only in our work, but also in our toolkit, which includes:

Sense™ 
Our search and social 
data insights tool

Hot Sauce  
Our crowdsourced 
trend reporting

Truth Central Intelligence our global 
thought-leadership unit, is dedicated to 
unearthing the macro-level truths that 
drive people’s attitudes and behaviors 
about life, brands and marketing.

MobiTypes™ 
Our mobile ethnographic 
research

As industry leaders in digital marketing, we are fortunate to have strong relationships with a number of leading research partners, as well: 
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MARKET RESEARCH 
(Describe your consumer insights/market research capabilities)

Collective Intelligence  We have the ability and the history of 
harnessing the human intelligence within our 3,500+ network of 
digitally curious craftspeople. We believe that when you infuse 
our talent with rapid problem-solving techniques, we all get to 
something bigger. 

Here are some methods that deliver on Collective Intelligence. 
These are methods that help us get to ideas faster—but also 
help us get to richer ideas, the result of tapping into broader 
perspectives.

Truth 2 Meaning, serves as the underpinning for how we work, 
align, create, and measure across disciplines.

By using the Truth 2 Meaning system, we can dig for powerful 
truths, craft holistic strategies and platforms, and unlock creative 
growth potential for our clients’ brands across all of our 
Worldgroup partner agencies. Each of the components has a 
hand in the continuous process of helping our brands play a 
meaningful role in people’s lives.

We begin with our 5Cs methodology—Culture, Category, 
Company, Consumer and Connections—and span those 
across geographies, disciplines, 
departments, resources and  
talents to deliver a Truth Well 
Told for every client.

Relationship Mapping, is our rapid problem-solving tool creating 
a diagnostic, as well as actionable, roadmap that highlights 
connections and 
disconnects between our 
people—everyone in the 
brand ecosystem—and 
the brand.

Purple Briefs™, our way 
to mobilize every person 
in our entire worldwide 
network, regardless of 
location, level or discipline, in a global crowdsourcing approach 
to creative ideation—consistently delivering close to 175 ideas in 
48 hours that solve for a client’s needs.
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Bonnie S. 
Business Lead, Worldwide 

“SOME THINGS IN LIFE ARE 
OPTIONAL. A GREAT CURLING  
IRON ISN’T.” 

Bonnie is a natural leader. As SVP Group 
Account Director, she is responsible for  
the success of many key clients. Her 
experience spans multiple categories 
including airlines, sports, CPG, 
automotive, healthcare, and financial 
services. She has extensive experience 
in digital strategy, branding, customer 
experience, and multi-channel marketing.  

Favorite Ulta spot:  
Crossroads Plaza, Greenvale, NY

Favorite reason:  
The Beachwaver curling iron–I love it.
 

Deb H. 
Performance Lead, Worldwide 

“I THINK STYLE IS POWER. 
AND A SMILE IS THE BEST 
ACCESSORY.” 

Deb has a comprehensive career, both  
on agency and client-side. She has more  
than 17 years of experience developing 
performance strategy and analytics best 
practices. Previously with Rosetta and 
Wunderman, Deb also has established 
and led the first cross-agency Healthcare 
Analytics Group at Havas Health and also 
at CementBloc. She holds a Master of 
Science degree in Applied Statistics from 
Columbia University and a Bachelor of  
Arts in Psychology from Loyola.

Favorite Ulta spot:  
86th St. Manhattan

Favorite reason:  
The best reason to go is the  
Skin Bar. 
 

Mark F. 
Experience Strategy, Worldwide 

“CAN YOU THINK OF A BETTER 
RELATIONSHIP-BUILDER THAN 
HELPING SOMEBODY LOOK 
THE BEST THEY CAN BE?” 

Throughout a career working in the 
trenches for global brands across a broad 
range of categories, Mark has worn many 
hats. His hands-on experience spans from 
brand strategy to creative concepting, 
content strategy to customer journey 
planning, launch activation to annualized 
go-to-market planning, enabling Mark 
to apply a full-stack marketing approach 
to even the most difficult and complex 
challenges brands face. Recent 
experience includes Microsoft, Hewlett 
Packard Enterprise, Capital One Bank, 
Maxwell House, and Applegate Farm. 

Favorite Ulta spot:  
Garfield, NJ

Favorite reason:  
My wife gets all my favorite  
shaving supplies.

Staffing
(Share bios of key staff that may 
lead and participate in this initiative 
and detail why they are ideal for 
this challenge.)
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Oscar N. 
eCommerce Technology, Worldwide 

“NOTHING MAKES A  
WOMAN MORE BEAUTIFUL  
THAN BELIEVING THAT SHE  
IS BEAUTIFUL.” 

Oscar has more than 15 years of 
experience in delivering technology 
solutions in enterprise environments for 
firms in Europe and North America. He  
possesses a unique blend of business  
and technical savvy.

During his assignments as a Solution and 
Enterprise Architect, Oscar developed 
exceptional functional and technical 
e-commerce platform expertise. He’s 
certified on Magento Enterprise, Hybris, 
SalesForce Commerce Cloud, as well as  
a JEE and LAMP.

Favorite Ulta spot:  
86th St. Manhattan 

Favorite reason:  
No matter what the occasion is I can 
always find the right gift. 

Patrick G. 
UX Lead, Worldwide 

“LOOKING YOUR BEST  
STARTS ON THE INSIDE AND  
IT’S COMPLIMENTED ON  
THE OUTSIDE.” 

Patrick joined Worldwide from  
C&T where he led their UX practice. 
Chances are you’ve come across his 
work if you’re a fan of INDY, stayed at a 
Marriott, read The Outline, Bloomberg, 
HuffPo, or ordered from GrubHub or 
Seamless.

He started his career at Radical Media 
where he worked on Bono’s ONE 
Campaign, sites for NASA’s mission to 
Jupiter, and countless assignments for the 
likes of IBM and the MIT Media Lab. He’s 
won Pencils, Lions, Webby’s as well as 
the Smithsonian National Design Award.

Favorite Ulta spot:  
King’s Plaza Brooklyn

Favorite reason:  
The Crew and Jack Black products. 

Rose K. 
eCommerce, Strategy Worldwide 

“BEAUTY HAS TO BE THE  
ORIGINAL INNOVATION.” 

Rose has more than 10 years of 
experience working in e-commerce 
strategy and roadmap development. 
She leads business, commerce and 
experience-strategy for clients across  
B2B verticals. She also has extensive  
expertise in governance, consumer and 
market analysis as well as research and 
analysis. Rose has worked with a  
wide variety of B2B clients through their 
digital optimizations and transformations.

Last but not least, Rose is an MBA 
graduate in Marketing Communications 
and Media from Fordham University.

Favorite Ulta spot:  
The Outlets at Bergen Town Center

Favorite reason:  
Two words: The Salon. Exclamation mark.
 

Manny M. 
Strategy Lead, Worldwide 

“PAMPERING YOURSELF  
IS THE ORIGINAL POSITIVE  
USER EXPERIENCE.” 

Manny immerses himself in each client’s 
business objectives and market segments 
in order to design innovative and usable 
experiences for the evolving range 
of connected devices through which 
customers shop online and engage  
with brands.

In his 16 years of experience in web 
design, Many has led user experience 
design and strategy for clients including 
SiteOne, General Motors, Melissa 
& Doug, IFC Films, the University 
of Michigan, Cablevision, the U.S. 
Department of State, and the U.S. House 
of Representatives.

Favorite Ulta spot:  
Clifton, NJ

Favorite reason:  
I’m a man. I’m beauty-challenged.  
And Ulta people know. 
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Thank You
XYZ Digital Design


